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1. Fabric ticking wicks away moisture and
regulates temperature

2. Soft fabric fire resistant barrier

3. Extra foam layer over memory foam gives
added firmness and support - helps to alleviate
joint pain and stiffness

4. Memory foam with cooling gel maintains
comfortable body temperature

5. Sturdy base provides better support and
prevents sagging (holds up to 800 lbs)

6. Firm side rails protect against falls when
sleeping or sitting on edge of bed

1. Fabric ticking wicks away moisture and
regulates temperature

2. Soft fabric fire resistant barrier

3. Memory foam with cooling gel - intelligent
support system that never overheats

4. Convoluted layer enhances air flow and cooling

5. Sturdy base provides better support and
prevents sagging (holds up to 800 lbs)

6. Firm side rails protect against falls when
sleeping or sitting on edge of bed

THE KALMIA™ 10” SUPPORT MATTRESS THE KALMIA™ 10” EXTRA SUPPORT MATTRESS
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CHOOSE THE KALMIA SUPPORT OR THE
EXTRA SUPPORT MATTRESS



TECHNOLOGY

WITH

THE KALMIA SYSTEM BY PARKS HEALTH PRODUCTS

Our products are informed by more than 100 years of experience.
From the latest breakthroughs in foam and fiber to integrated
assembly and therapeutic systems, we deliver the entire solution -
Parks Health is the new technology of sleep.

KALMIA MATTRESS - FOR YOUR
REST, RELIEF AND HEALTH
Many people are still stuck in mass produced, poorly
constructed beds. Their health and their homes deserve
more. Kalmia is the answer. Its aesthetics are as upscale as
you would find in any residential bedroom. Kalmia
mattresses were designed from the ground up using a
layered construction of memory foam, client control fabric
and wellness features. You get:

▪  - relieves muscle, joint and back
pain while keeping your body in perfect alignment

▪  - decreases risks of falls while laying down or sitting

▪  - helps prevent bed sores

▪  - maintains optimum temperature for sleep

▪  - improves circulation and
comes with massage feature

▪

All Kalmia mattresses
feature Sleep 37/5™
Bedding made with 37.5
technology actively removes
excess heat and moisture vapor to
maintain optimum comfort.
People enjoy deeper, longer
periods of sleep. This innovation is
built into every Kalmia mattress.

It’s easy to get started - ask us about
direct from manufacturing pricing.

Call 844-433-2435 to inquire or visit
www.parkshealthproducts.com
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